
 

 
Campus Recruitment - 2018 Passing Out Batch 

 
(Only for unplaced students) 

 

 

Company  18172 

(Company Name & Ranking will be disclosed during PPT) 

Joining Date August 2018 

Date of Campus Will Be Disclosed Later 

Time Will Be Disclosed Later 

Venue Will Be Disclosed Later 

Job Title Software Trainee-Database Developer 

Eligible Degrees B.Tech , BCA , MCA  

Eligible Branches CS / IT 

Location Delhi / NCR 

Compensation (CTC) INR 2.8 LPA 

Roles & 
Responsibilities 

 The primary responsibility of the Database developer is to 
implement business logic through SQL Scripts, Stored Procedures 
and functions etc. using PL-SQL and SSRS on Sql Server 
environment.  

 In addition to the above core responsibilities the candidate is also 
required to build better solutions which are reusable to reduce the 
implementation costs. 

 Migrate data from client Legacy system to FIP as per the request 
received 

 Use various tools and techniques to import client’s data into Sql 
Server like SQL import/export wizard, SSIS, CSV format, inhouse 
conversion tool, macros etc. 

 Create Datamap templates as per clients data and provide it to 
Implementation Consultants for create mappings/and business 
rules. (We also create mappings as per requirement) 

 Create issue list as a formal document to report 
issues/doubts/assumptions during migration projects and provide 
the same to consultants to get the resolutions. 

 Create scripts in the server basis the business rules shared by client 

 Provide suggestions to Implementation consultants on 
improvement/discrepancies on business/data migration rules 

 Use DIAP tool to publish/migrate client’s data from Intermediate 
database to FIP environment 



 Conversion of different clients legacy system data by implementing 
different rules specific to clients need into a single IDB and migrate 
on FIP system 

 Create count report/ source count and how count migrates or 
changes in FIP 

 Sample testing of most populated and least populated record or as 
per the scenario 

 Create interview screens for clients in FIP reporting environment to 
filter out data as per client need 

 Enable USPTO forms (mostly in XFA format) in a usable form into 
our FIP reporting module 

 Develop word merge reports specific to clients requirement in FIP 
reporting module 

Other Desired Skills 
/ Competencies 

 Excellent communication skills (verbal and written) 
 Knowledge of advance excel and other database formats as well like 

MS Access, Oracle, Flat Files is preferred. 
 Good analytical and communication(written and verbal) skill 
 Implement transformation logic and business rules effectively. 
 Create SQL scripts for addressing change requests and bug fixes. 
 Excellent attention to detail and follow-through; process oriented. 

Documents Required Updated Resume 

How to Apply? All interested & eligible students should send their Resumes on below 
mentioned Id latest by 27th July 2018 by 2:00 PM. 
schawla94@amity.edu  

 

 

 
 
My Best Wishes are with you! 
 
 
 

Prof. Dr. Ajay Rana 

Advisor 

mailto:schawla94@amity.edu

